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Overview of Participatory Guarantee Systems in 2012
FLÁVIA CASTRO1
Participatory Guarantee Systems (PGS) are locally focused quality assurance systems.
According to the definition of the International Federation of Organic Agriculture
Movements (IFOAM), they certify producers based on active participation of
stakeholders, which is built on a foundation of trust, social networks and knowledge
exchange.2
IFOAM is the only organization that compiles global data about PGS. IFOAM’s efforts to
compile comprehensive data on PGS worldwide have recently started and are ongoing, so
the data provided here can be considered a reasonable approximation of the situation in
2012 rather than an exhaustive appraisal.
Some of the organic producers involved in PGS may be included in overall national
organic agriculture statistics presented in this book. This might be the case for example
in the following situations:
-

-

If they are linked to, or recognized by, a national organic agriculture association
which compiles national data on the organic sector (e.g. in New Zealand).
When some of the producers involved in PGS also have a separate third party
certification and are therefore included in the data reported by certification bodies.
This is, for example, the case in France, where 50 percent of the PGS-certified
farmers have double certification.
When entire PGS groups are connected to the third party certification system by
being audited and certified as a group (where the PGS manages an Internal Control
System). In this case, they would also be included in the data provided by
certification bodies. This is, for example, the case for a few PGS in Latin America.

However, in several cases, organic producers certified through PGS are not yet included
in the national organic agriculture statistics because they are not sufficiently recognized
by other institutions and they might even be denied the right to call themselves
“organic” according to the regulations in place.
It is estimated that at least 41 PGS initiatives exist now on all continents, and a similar
number of initiatives are currently under development. Asia and Latin America remain
the leaders in terms of both the number of farmers certified through PGS and the level
of recognition achieved by the national governments.

1

Project Coordinator at the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM), Charles-deGaulle-Str. 5, 53113 Bonn, Germany, f.castro@ifoam.org, www.ifoam.org
2
Editors’ note: Other than PGS, an internal control system (ICS) is the part of a documented quality assurance
system that allows an external certification body to delegate the periodical inspection of individual group
members to an identified body or unit within the certified operator. More information is available at
http://www.fao.org/organicag/oag-glossary/en/
FiBL & IFOAM (2013): The World of Organic Agriculture 2013. Frick and Bonn
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PG
GS in the inte
ernational agenda
a
Th
he IFOAM deffinition of PG
GS was adopted in 20081, bbut the conceept had been applied
evven before th
hird-party certification beecame the m
most common
n organic gu
uarantee
syystem. In the past seven yeears, the num
mber of initiattives implemeenting PGS has
h been
growing steadilly, as well the number of prroducers invollved in them.
Th
his growth iss a result of the recognittion by goverrnments in many
m
countriies, and
especially in Laatin America2, of PGS as a tool
t
for organ
nic guarantee. In some cases, such
recognition is rrestricted to accessing thee domestic m
market, which PGS are in any
a case
more likely to sserve. In Bolivvia, for examp
ple, the Natioonal Technical Rule of PGS for the
loccal and nation
nal trade of orrganic produccts was approvved on 17 Jan
nuary 2012.
Th
he potential foor boosting th
he domestic market
m
for orgganic productts is one of th
he many
reasons why PG
GS have been promoted ass a tool for suustainable devvelopment. PG
GS have
received increaased attention
n between 20
011 and 20122, and have been
b
included
d in the
international d
debate on foo
od security an
nd sustainablle developmen
nt. The conceept was
disscussed and P
PGS initiativess were presen
nted as exampples and refereences in sessio
ons that
took place durin
ng major inteernational con
nferences, froom the IFOAM
M OWC in Sep
ptember
20
011, to the higgh level 2012 UN Conferen
nce on Sustain
nable Development (Rio +20).3
To
o facilitate ideentification of PGS initiatiives around th
he world, IFO
OAM has deveeloped a
PG
GS Logo4 thaat is granted
d to applicant PGS once they have passed an eva
aluation
co
onducted by th
he IFOAM PG
GS Committee.

Fig
gure 52: The IF
FOAM PGS log
go
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Agreed
A
upon for th
he first time in 2004,
2
in the framework of the firstt International Workshop
W
on Alte
ernative
Certification in Torrres, Brazil, the PGS concept was further
f
defined bby an internation
nal PGS Task Forcce. The
OAM, was establiished in 2008 by the PGS Task Force in the framew
work of
deffinition, which iss now used by IFO
thee 16th IFOAM Orrganic World Con
ngress on Moden
na, Italy.
2
For reference, pleaase see: The Worrld of Organic Agrriculture, Statistiics and Emergingg Trends, 2012 an
nd 2011.
3
For reference, see the IFOAM Glob
bal PGS Newsletter, issues 10 (Sepptember, 2011), 14
1 (January 2012
2) and 19
une, 2012). The n
newsletter is avaiilable here: http:///www.ifoam.orgg/about_ifoam/sttandards/pgs/184
479.php
(Ju
4
PGS initiatives offficially recognized by IFOAM are allowed
a
to use thhe PGS logo on th
heir websites, flye
ers and
oth
her communicatiion materials, butt not on the orgaanic products. Forr more informatiion on application
n and
con
nditions for use oof the PGS Logo, please consult:
htttp://www.ifoam.oorg/about_ifoam
m/standards/pgs//PGS_LOGO.htm
ml
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As of September 2012, four PGS have been officially recognized by IFOAM and have
been granted access to the logo (Table 41).
Table 41: PGS initiatives officially recognized by IFOAM
Name of the PGS initiative

Associação de Agricultura Natural de
Campinas e Região – ANC
Associacao Brasileira de Agricultura
Biodinamica – ABD
Certified Naturally Grown – CNG
Organic Farm New Zealand – OFNZ

Country

Number of
producers
involved

Number of
producers
certified

Brazil

58

54

Brazil

50

50

900
150

750
130

USA
New Zealand

Source: IFOAM Survey 2012

PGS worldwide in figures
IFOAM conducted a worldwide survey of PGS initiatives during 2012. Some PGS
initiatives did not provide detailed data to distinguish between “producers involved” and
“producers certified” and so are not included when calculating the number of producers
certified per country. Therefore, the number of certified producers might be higher than
the figures presented here. This information was provided directly by PGS initiatives in
the respective countries, as of 14 September 2012.
There are more than 31’000 small operators who are currently involved in PGS
worldwide. This includes mostly small farmers and a few small processors.
-

-

-

-

1

The leading countries are the Philippines, with over 10’500 producers involved and
850 certified, followed by India, with over 5’370 producers involved, of which at
least 2’512 are certified, and Brazil, with over 3’692 producers involved and at least
2’754 producers certified.
Asia is the continent with the highest number of producers involved in PGS, with
over 16’000 producers involved and more than 3’860 producers certified.
Latin America is the continent with the second highest number of producers
involved (over 9’600). The total number of producers certified in Latin America is at
least 5’600.
More than 3400 farmers are involved in PGS in Africa. Figures related to PGS
certified producers are available only for South Africa and Namibia, 252 and 4
respectively.
Despite the unfavorable legal framework, PGS initiatives exist in Europe and North
America and there are at least 2000 farmers involved in both continents combined.
Most are based in France and the USA but there are also many strong initiatives
either being implemented or under development in Canada, Italy and Spain. The
European CSA1 movement and the European PGS community have been working
closely together to define alternative marketing approaches and to strengthen the
link between producers and consumers.

CSA is the abbreviation for Community Supported Agriculture.
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-

More than 250 producers are involved in PGS in Oceania, where there are about 170
PGS certified producers, mostly based in New Zealand.

Other details on PGS initiatives are available on the IFOAM Online Global PGS Database
and regularly updated.
Online references
- The IFOAM Participatory Guarantee Systems website:
www.ifoam.org/about_ifoam/standards/pgs.html
- The IFOAM Online Global PGS Database: a comprehensive database accessible from
the IFOAM PGS website
www.ifoam.org/about_ifoam/standards/pgs_projects/pgs_projects/index.php
- The IFOAM Global PGS Newsletter: a free electronic monthly publication. To
subscribe, please contact pgs@ifoam.org.
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